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BIO

My photographic journey started off with a career in IT, more specifically designing and supplying workflow systems for the 
commercial printing industry. At this stage photography was just a hobby but that began to change in 2006 when I 
discovered panoramic photography.

This passion grew and in 2004 I took the plunge and made photography a serious pursuit. In 2006 I took space in a studio 
with 2 other photographers and realised that I would have to learn studio photography to expand my skill set. I was 
captivated by the Strobist movement and by photographers like Dave Hill so I spent the next three years learning 
everything I could about lighting and perfecting my skills.

In 2007 I was fortunate to meet local Director Giaco Angeline who shared my passion for lighting and we became great 
friends, often meeting for coffee to chat about lighting or a commercial he had shot. Having someone like Giaco around 
really allowed me to push the limits of my lighting skills and often chatting about the lighting for his commercials would lead 
to new ideas to try and it also led to developing very unique processing techniques that we started to use on his 
commercials.

In addition to designing my own lighting systems and workflows, my printing background gave me a very solid foundation in 
colour management which saw me being accepted as South Africa's first X-Rite Coloratti.

Putting this image show case together wasn't easy given that I have terabytes of images to choose from. The theme that 
runs through it is lighting which I can adapt and fine tune to be able to shoot across a wide range of genres. 



FAQ

These are the most common questions about my work and what I shoot.

Q: Do you shoot wedding and family portraits?

A: No, I can but I really don’t enjoy these shoots and I think a photographer should shoot what they are passionate about.

Q: Do you shoot Cars

A: I can shoot cars but I generally don’t other than 360 Interiors and background plates for CGI.

Q: What about lifestyle photography?

A: I do shoot lifestyle but the majority of my work is in studio.

Q: Are there limits to what you can shoot?

A: Yes, the client’s budget. While I can normally pull rabbits out of hats the budget is important as far as being able to have what we really need.

Q: Do you shoot fashion?

A: Yes but again it is not one of my favourite genres.

Q: How does your preferred style suit the local market?

A: My preferred genres and style definitely suits a more International market but there is some of that work locally.

Q: Name photographers that you really like.

A: Those would be the likes of Dave Hill, Tim Tadder, Dan Escobar, Joel Grimes and Jill Greenberg. Basically hyper real photography.

Q: What would you really like to shoot?

A: There are lots of things I want to shoot but I have a really cool VR idea I would love to shoot for Lamborghini.

Q: Do you shoot video?

A: No but I have consulted on lighting for commercials.

Q: Of the genres where do your strengths lie?

A: I can pretty much shoot anything but I would have to say beauty, panoramic. VR, jewelry, food and concept shots.



CONTACT DETAILS

Tel: 083 259-3100
email:   

url:   
panoramic webstore:   

info@panascape.co.za
www.panascape.co.za

www.shop.panascape.co.za

http://info@panascape.co.za
http://www.panascape.co.za
http://www.shop.panascape.co.za
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